Morewood Gardens
Second Floor

SSS = Semi-Suite Single
SSD = Semi-Suite Double
SST = Semi-Suite Triple
TS = Traditional Single

NOTE:
#212 lofted beds
#215 bunk beds

Rooms are available unless crossed off.
First-Year Housing

Morewood Gardens
Third Floor

SSS = Semi-Suite Single
SSD = Semi-Suite Double
SST = Semi-Suite Triple
TS = Traditional Single

NOTE:
#312 lofted bed
#315 bunked beds
Morewood Gardens
Fourth Floor

SSS = Semi-Suite Single
SSD = Semi-Suite Double
SST = Semi-Suite Triple
TS = Traditional Single

NOTE:
#412 lofted bed
#415 bunked beds
Morewood Gardens
Fifth Floor

SSS = Semi-Suite Single
SSD = Semi-Suite Double
SST = Semi-Suite Triple
TS = Traditional Single

NOTE:
#512 lofted beds
#515 bunked beds